CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS:
IT’S TIME TO MERGE THE DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL

CONVERTING CONSUMERS INTO
LOYAL CUSTOMERS BEGINS WITH
KNOWING, AND THEN EXCEEDING,
THEIR EXPECTATIONS. IMPRESS
THEM AND REAP IMPRESSIVE RESULTS.
MISS OUT ON CONNECTING WITH
THEM, AND MISS OUT DEARLY.

Arm yourself with a powerful new
weapon – digital knowledge – and the
ammunition to win battles in today’s
modern marketplace.
LOCK Consumer expectations are everything, so plan accordingly.
LOAD Place-Based Digital™ enhances the customer experience,
AIM

Place-Based Digital™ is invaluable in the digital age.

PLACE-BASED DIGITAL™ – A QUICK INTRO
Stunning technological advancements are taking place every day.
Digital usage growth is nothing short of exponential.
By bringing digital technologies into retail stores or any physical venue,
we create exciting new avenues for brands to connect with consumers.
We call it furthering your business objectives at the speed of life.
Digital signage in retail outlets will grow
from $6 billion in 2013 to $27.5 billion in 2018.
					– International Data Corp. (1)
Investment in Place-Based Digital™ is booming because companies see
it tangibly impact their business.

Place-Based Digital™ delivers impressive results
along every key step in a shopper’s journey.
Awareness

. The source for 79% is

Attract eyeballs and influence purchasing behavior with a dynamic platform. The source for 10x is (2). The source for 70% is (3)

10x

Receives ten times the eye
contact of static signage

70%

Unaided recall

79%

(4)

Guests surveyed notice the
digital media programming

Engagement

Enrich the customer experience using relevant, real-time, localized content. The source for 80% is (3). The source for 30% is (5). The source for 79% is (4).

80%

Increased shopping
experience

30%

Increased store traffic

89%

Engaged, entertained, and
improved experience

Conversion

The source for 55% is (3). The source for 30-300% is (5). The source for 2-3% is (6).

up
to

55%

Sales increase when adding
digital technology

30-300%

Sales lift on
promoted items

2-3%

Basket size increase
in stores with digital

They’re well-informed.
They’re on a mission.
Their attention span is about 8 seconds (7).
Say HELLO to your customers.
Never has it been more challenging to captivate their attention, build a
relationship, and stay ahead of your competition .

DIGITAL IS HERE. AND HERE TO STAY.
Digital is how the world now
communicates, transacts, learns and
lives life. We’re wirelessly and effortlessly
connected to our digital devices.
Behaviors have shifted. Cutting-edge
technologies are adopted faster and
easier by consumers who have evolved.
Have you?

LET’S TALK BEHAVIOR.
Interacting with digital experiences is now
second nature.
On an elevator? Check your Facebook news feed. In line for a latte?
Read a mobile app alert from your favorite retailer.
What’s ahead? Even better Place-Based Digital™ experiences.
Can’t find the perfect swimsuit at Macy’s? Search their in-store
touchscreen catalog. Want your friends’ opinions on a new Neiman
Marcus outfit? Share your shopper video using their Memory Mirror.

MORE CONNECTED MORE OF THE TIME.
This new reality creates an expectation that everything should be
available at a moment’s notice – immediate gratification has never been
so immediate. Smartphones are practically human appendages that
need to be charged periodically. Funny? True?
Look how interwoven digital has become in our typical daily behavior –

PHONE CHECKED

150

TIMES
EACH DAY 7

WE CONSUME

2

HOURS

OF DIGITAL PER DAY 8

WE SWITCH BETWEEN
DEVICES AS MANY AS

21

TIMES
PER HOUR 9

WE CHECK A RETAILER’S

APP OR WEBSITE
DURING

50%

OF STORE VISITS 10

Digital connectivity has
dramatically shifted what
consumers expect from brands:
· They expect to seamlessly access content when and how they want it.
· They expect content to be easy to find, simple to understand and
formatted for full access on their device.
· They simply want it all.

No pressure, right?

Check out the chart below –
Technological innovation drives new behavior.
Behaviors drive expectations.
Expectations redefine how brands connect with people.
With research and insights, marketers can better understand consumer
behaviors and expectations – in order to take appropriate actions to build
better relationships.

Technological
advancement

Altered Consumer
Behavior

Revised
Expectations for
Making Connections

Companies Adjust to
Meet Expectations

The smartphone is launched.

Touchscreens, apps and
digital content are embraced
as consumers become more
comfortable with easier-to-use
technology.

“I expect instant access
to apps, content, and
functionality to make my life
easier. I want control over
how and when I receive
information.”

Enhanced digital touchpoints,
including responsive websites
– so content and apps work
across tablets, smartphones
and place-based screens.

Consumers NOT Companies are in control of how
messages and media are consumed.
Building your brand strategy? Better start with their
expectations as the cornerstone.
It takes clear consumer insights to know WHAT they
expect from brands, HOW to make connections and
WHERE to create your advantage over competitors.

Now, more brands are adding Place-Based Digital™ to their digital
marketing mix.
Why – Place-Based Digital™ delivers measureable impact.
It’s a critical part of the overall customer experience, and you get to
enrich their experience based on insights and what consumers expect to
get from your brand –
· mobile interactivity
· personalization
· share-ability, etc.
Evolution is quicker than ever, in both technology and user adoption.
So consider the whole digital ecosystem when creating a strategy –
And know the role Place-Based Digital™ can play.

MARKETING EVOLVED. MAKE THAT, EVER-EVOLVING!
In pre-digital days, the marketing mix list was pretty short – TV, print,
OOH, direct mail, etc.
Then came the Internet. And with it, the ability for users to search and
consume the exact content they preferred (who knew the world needed
so many cat videos).
Marketers opened their eyes to new possibilities. Digital marketing
started proving its worth in the early 2000’s, and marketers began
investing heavy resources into understanding how this digital world
would drive business growth.

When attainable digital objectives started coming into focus, marketers
began setting their sights on digital strategies and tactical plans for
success –
· websites

· mobile

· social media

· web video

Before the mass adoption of e-commerce as we know it today, retailers
used elements of digital marketing for one purpose – connect an
audience with a call to action:
Find a store!
Even today, clicking “Find a Location” on a website equates to a
conversion.

Once upon a time, the job of digital was done once the
customer actually walked through the doors of the
brand’s physical location.
From there – store staff, static signage, merchandising
and pricing strategies were tasked with converting shoppers
to consumers.
Today, increasingly digital savvy marketers are turning their
attention to integrating digital into their physical stores.
But why care about the physical store if e-commerce will
take over the world? Won’t all designer jeans, pool supplies,
and dog food eventually be delivered by drones?

THE EVOLUTION OF WAYS TO CONNECT WITH CONSUMERS OVER TIME

SHOPPERS LOVE STORES.
SO SHOULD YOU.
Here’s a stat to embrace:
94% of ALL retail sales take place
IN the confines of a physical store (10)
Sure, E-commerce is now an intricate part of buying behavior – it adds
value through greater variety and convenience. However, physical stores
are extremely relevant and aren’t going away anytime soon. For many
brands, the physical location is the crux of driving shopper consideration,
especially for shoppers who want to interact using their tactile senses:

IN-STORE, IN TOUCH.
This is the place where –
· Brands can engage and delight
shoppers – converting them to
customers
· Customers can touch, feel and
experience the brand
· The moment of truth takes place for
a majority of transactions

84% of US digital shoppers enjoy
the efficiency of digital shopping
combined with the touch and feel
of the retail store experience (11).

Thriving online brands have been known
to leverage pop-ups, kiosks and stores-instores to test their success in the physical
space. Other brands are now dedicating full-scale
stand-alone locations as part of their strategies.
From experimental test-stores to first-wave innovators, online
businesses are tip-toeing into the physical realm. The reason –
to establish valuable face-to-face connections with customers.

Online brands like Amazon, Warby Parker,
Birchbox and Rent The Runway see the
value of place-based presence.
Their decision to build physical stores was driven
by insights around how their customers actually want to shop.
Rent The Runway knows their physical presence allows clients
to pick-up and drop-off merchandise, plus, the store’s personal
stylist can entice guests to quickly try on different outfits and
accessories. A physical location combines convenience along
with significant opportunities to showcase new merchandise.

Mastering the art of digital experiences in physical locations.
Amazon has been a notable success with their in-store offering
of “Order Online. Pick-Up Here.” However, many online brands
still struggle adapting to brick and mortar life. These e-retailers
need digital tools that enrich the shopping experience.
Place-Based Digital™ works wherever people gather, whether
it’s visiting a museum, dining out, watching a sporting event, or
thrill-seeking at an amusement park. Place-Based Digital™
heightens the experience by connecting customers with brands.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE – A DEFINITION:
“The practice of going above and beyond for your customers, in hopes
that meeting or exceeding their expectations will generate a positive
impact on your business.”
So, exactly what does a positive impact look like?

POSITIVE IMPACT IMPACTS POSITIVELY.

INCREASED REVENUE
Consider that 80% of U.S. consumers would pay more for a product or
service to ensure a superior customer experience (12).

INCREASED RETENTION, LIFETIME
VALUES, AND WORD OF MOUTH
Research firm Forrester revealed that among retailers, customer
experience accounts for 47% of loyalty, while price and value contribute
only slightly to capturing consumer loyalty (13).

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AS DIFFERENCE-MAKER
Price, convenience, selection and other variables will always factor in
why customers choose a brand, but quality of the experience is now
a huge part of the decision-making process.
Competition is fierce because the marketplace is over-saturated.
Goods and services are becoming commoditized. But customer
experience – now there’s the space where brands can truly stand
out in the minds of consumers.
Fortune 500 companies are even bringing in C-level leadership tasked
with owning the customer experience, and most of these leaders
collaborate with marketing. Collectively, they hope to shape and tailor
every customer interaction with their brand.

SHAPE THE EXPERIENCE
IN YOUR SPACE OR BE LEFT OUT
In your physical place – a store, a stadium, a venue of any type –
consumers will find ways to engage in the digital realm with you –
or without you. In-store digital experiences should enhance shopper
behaviors and enable them to consume information when, where and
how they prefer.
If you’re not adding value to the customer experience, you’re missing
opportunities for personalized, one-to-one interactions. And those
opportunities might not be back.
Now is the time to bring digital out of the invisible realm and into the
physical world. To create win-win moments between your brand and
your customers –

MAKING DIGITAL CONNECTIONS
Businesses who are customer centric are quickly becoming more digital
savvy. Businesses who aren’t customer centric, aren’t in business for
much longer. Here are a few points to guide you to a genuine dialogue
between your brands and your customers –
· Connection through insights: Data and insights are a critical piece in strategy
development and in truly knowing what customers want and expect. Brands need to
harness the power of insights. They are your guideposts in making lasting connections.
Tap into your customers’ passions.
· Omni-channel accessibility: Your audience wants to connect. As we all know, an effective
omni-channel strategy is a requisite for staying competitive in the market. It’s all about being
accessible and flexible in giving them what they’re looking for, when and how they want it.
· Content engagement and continuity: It’s important that content and experiences are
relevant and consistent. Without relevancy, messages will not resonate. You lose interest.
Without consistency in words and actions, you lose trust, and without trust, a connection
cannot grow.

If you aspire to have lifelong relationships with customers,
acquire a deep intuitive understating of what makes them tick.
It’s critical to always be authentic with your audience – in core
values, interactions, and content.
As brands create compelling content, bring that content into the
physical world so it can influence consumers where they are.
Compelling content, especially that which is created specifically
for the real-world medium, will help in making emotional
connections with people.

ADOPTION CREATES DEMAND
Consumers have adopted Place-Based Digital™.
They now have a heightened awareness of
digital experiences within physical locations.
They realize the benefits digital offers as part of
the overall customer experience.
And they are willing to engage if they believe
there is value.
Digital Has Arrived

TECHNOLOGY NEVER
STOPS ADVANCING
There’s a heavy demand for
improved technology within
your space.

Applications are multifunction and
able to incorporate omni-channel
experiences (shop, learn, browse
social media, share content).

Content is being created with the
physical venue in mind and with
a purpose.

Hardware is less expensive, touch
enabled, and easier to maintain.

Technology platforms are reliable,
scalable, and flexible. Content can
be parsed out and played at stores
based on location, time of day, and
even based on the types of people
currently visiting a location.

You need the most robust
toolkit. One that complements
behavior, meets customer
expectations and enhances
the customer experience.

These technological advancements have allowed brands to move beyond
storytelling within the store environment and move into story making.

CONCLUSION –
MOVE BEYOND STORYTELLING
INTO STORY MAKING
You must be customer centric. To be customer centric, you need to
know as much about your customer as possible. Preferences, interests,
disinterests, behaviors, and of course what they’re looking for in a
relationship. Give them what they need – and more. The results will be
more than you can imagine.
Keep these ideas in mind as you enter the competitive battlefield:
KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER AS WELL AS YOU KNOW YOURSELF
GIVE CUSTOMERS WHAT THEY WANT, WHEN AND HOW THEY WANT IT
ADAPT TO ENHANCE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
USE TECHNOLOGY TO CREATE MEANINGFUL CONNECTIONS

Mason Page
VP of Strategy & Creative
Reflect
214-413-3200
mpage@reflectsystems.com
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